show that the proposed models, specifically the cooperative one outperforms the c-marking based models both in obstacle-free and obstacle environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Eusocial insects (such as ants and bees) are one of the best examples of collectively intelligent systems [1] . The so phisticated and intelligent collective behavior observed in such societies is caused by simple, local and individual rules [2] . Foraging algorithms used in multi-agent and robotics, have drawn much inspiration from the studies of social insects, especially from the social insect-inspired 'swarm behaviors' methods [3] . In this work, we focus on the problem of foraging for agent swarms. Foraging algorithms enable a collection of robots to search a space for a goal (the 'food'), then return it incrementally to the nest.
Behavior-based modeling is extensively used in robotics implementation [1] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It is defined as multiple behaviors within one algorithm, in which the agent can switch between the behaviors according to surrounding events. So cial insects exhibit pheromone-based interaction to coordinate their actions. The early researches on gradient-based foraging approaches utilized this indirect pheromone interaction mech anism known as stigmergy. Such as ants use pheromones to mark trails in the environment, which allow them to efficiently communicate the location of food and collectively transport them to the nest [8] , agents interact by leaving and sensing artificial pheromones in the environment; creating by the way a gradient between the food location and the nest. They adopt an adaptive behavior between two algorithms, first one works good if the food is close to nest, if not they switch to sweeper to get food further away. If with the two algorithms the food still not located they choose the random walk [9] . There have been many approaches to the real implementation of pheromones such as physical marks where robots can physically mark trails between sources and the nest in different ways (chemical substance [10] [11], Radio Frequency Identification tags [12] , by using existing communication channels, in [13] [14] [15] robots share trails of points using wireless network, and using deployable beacons [16] where robots can deploy a movable or non-movable beacons while moving in their environment. However, it is still a burden and needs to be understood and improved by simulations.
An original approach, that allows agents to build optimal paths for foraging using simple reactive agents was proposed in [17] , they define agents that do not use pheromones, but instead write a gradient (integer values) as they explore the environment. The c-marking agents model proposed in [17] , uses pseudo random walk for exploration. This model provides some drawbacks such as: the large amount of time spent in search, and the large amount of time needed to build optimal paths. S-MASA algorithm had contributed to eliminate these drawbacks. It is a stigmergy-based algorithm for multi target search [18] which produces a vortex around a central location (starting point), this feature provides shorter paths. The Army Ant Raid model involves identical agents moving on a two-dimensional discrete lattice where a pheromone field is created and maintained. Agents choose one of the three frontal grid cells according to the pheromone field. It uses a search algorithm to finding best-fit solutions based on a fitness function which takes into account that the maximum number of food items must be brought in at the smallest cost for the colony [19] .
We propose two ant colony foraging models named S ACF no-coop (for 'Stigmergic Ant Colony Foraging without cooperation') and S-ACF coop (for 'Stigmergic Ant Colony Foraging with cooperation'). These models combine the S MASA algorithm [18] and the Army Ant Raid model [19] . The first model, do not allow cooperation to transport founded food, whereas the second, allow cooperation to transport it. In the two proposed models, we assume that agents have simple sensing capabilities (perceive the four neighboring cells) where no direct communication is used between agents, rather, agents use pheromones to communicate. The task is to search for food in a bounded 2D grid environment, and to return it back to the nest. Agents do not know the location of food a priori (scattered randomly), nor do they have global positioning system or odometry capabilities. We show that both the two models are able to construct shorter paths between food and nest in obstacle-free and obstacle environments than gradient based methods [17] [20] .
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: The proposed models are described in Section 2 followed by simulation results and comparison in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. DEFINITION OF PROPOSED MODELS

A. Specifications of S-ACF no-coop and S-ACF coop Models
The two proposed extensions assume that agents are sim ple in nature and react only to stimulus that they receive. They are based on the foraging behavior of ants which deposit pheromones to mark visited cells and can sense the pheromones deposited by others. They use the principle of coloring cells (as static pheromone represented by a specific color) that allow to mark trails between founded food and the nest. Moreover, they use the move function of the S MASA algorithm that guaranties to built shorter paths while exploring by means of pheromone concentration. An agent based modeling approach has been taken to model the behavior of ant colonies. These models implies the following key points
• Environment: Is a 2D grid environment with N X N topology. Each grid can be an obstacle, food or nest, or even contain an agent (ant). Each grid is surrounded by four neighboring grids. The nest is the central place that stores collected food, it is located at the center of the environment.
• Agent (Ant): Simple reactive agents, with limited range sensor (can only perceive the four neighboring cells), that make little use of memory. Each agent has an initial position and a heading (0, 90, 180 or 270).
• Pheromone: Has a numerical meaning. It is repre sented by a color. Two kinds of pheromones have been used. The first can be evaporated with an evaporation rate, it is used to mark visited cells and to repulse agents from them. The second one, is used to mark trails between founded food and the nest, in order to keep track of founded food location and it had no evaporation properties, it is removed when the food is exhausted.
• APF Values: Integer values written by agents in the environment, to mark the short distance between any cell and the nest [17] . Note that, the Artificial Potential Field (APF) values can be updated to get optimal ones by any agent that revisit a marked cell (visited cell with integer value). However, in our two models the pheromone concentration values can be used as APF values to build shorter paths.
• S-MASA: A stigmergy-based algorithm for multi target search. In this algorithm we used the MOVE 86 function that produces a vortex around the nest. This function is detailed in [18] and we refer to it as S MASA algorithm in all the paper.
• Food: A certain amount of food is distributed ran domly in the environment. The laden ant carry a limited amount of food (1 unit at each step) back to the nest until the food is exhausted.
• Obstacle: A certain amount of obstacles are also distributed in static positions in the environment.
B. Finite State Machine of S-ACF no-coop and S-ACF coop Models
The foraging behavior used is shown in Figure 1 . The agents use a set of action sequences in order to carry out their task effectively. These action sequences are explained as follows:
At-Home: In this state, agents are unloading resources. They first test wether there is a trail or not. If there is no trail they'll turn into Look-for-Food state and if there is a trail and the amount of food is > 0, they'll Climb the trail back to the founded food, else they'll execute the Remove-Trail state.
Look-for-Food: Agents first, test wether they are at food. If they are, they turn into Pick-Food state. If there is no food, they move using rules of the Choose-Next-Patch state.
Choose-Next-Patch: This state allows the agent to decide where to move next, while creating a vortex around the nest and building at the same time the shorter paths. Agents can avoid obstacles by executing the avoid obstacle function. When the next step is taken, the agent turns automatically to the Look-for-Food state.
Pick-Food: Agent in this state picks a limited amount of it and looks for a trail, if there is one it executes a Return-to-Nest state; else it turns into Return-and-Color state.
Remove-Trail: If the food is exhausted, the agent moves to a colored cell with the greatest pheromone concentration and reset its color (yellow color) to the default one (black color) until there is no colored cell, it turns then into the Look-for Food state.
Climb: Agents in this state move to a colored cell (part of trail) with pheromone concentration greater than theirs and check if there is a food (turn automatically into Look-for-Food state).
Return-to-Nest: If there exists a trail, the agent moves to one of colored neighboring cells (part of trail) with the lowest pheromone concentration. If nest is reached, it turns into At Home state.
Return-and-Color: The agent moves to one of the four neighboring cells with the lowest pheromone concentration and changes its color from default one (scale of green color, which represents the evaporation of pheromone) to a trail color (yellow) until it reaches the nest; it turns then to the At-Home state. Pick-Food: When an agent finds a food, it picks a limited amount of it and diffuses the information to the neighboring cells by depositing diffusible pheromones (with brown color). It looks after that for a trail, if there is one it executes a Return to-Nest state; else it turns into Return-and-Color state.
Choose-Next-Patch: The agent check if there is a pheromone in curr ent cell, if yes it concludes that there is a food in neighboring cells. It diffuses also the information to its neighbors and follow pheromones to the food location; else it chooses to move according to the other rules of Choose Next-Patch state and it turns automatically to Look-for-Food state.
Remove-Trail: When the food is exhausted, the agent moves to a colored cell with the greatest pheromone concen tration and reset the color of visited cells to the default color 87 (black) until no colored cell is founded (brown cells, those of diffusion), it turns then to the Look-for-Food state. 
A. Simulation Parameters and Metrics
In this section, we discuss the performance and the com parison of four models (S-ACF no-ccop, S-ACF coop, C marking no-coop and C-marking coop [17] ) in obstacle-free and obstacle environments. The two world setups including positions of nest, food and agents, are given in Figure 3 . There are several-related parameters which must be chosen, such as world size, food density, food concentration, agent's capacity and agent's number where: Food Density is the number of food locations (sites), each site contains a limited amount of food. These locations are distributed randomly in the environment.
Food concentration Indicate the amount of food that every site contains (we refer to it as unit in the paper). Agent's capacity Is the amount of food (units) that an agent can transport at each time. The parameters of the three different simulations (scenario 1, scenario 2 and scenario 3) used, are given in Table I . To measure the performance of S-ACF no-coop and S-ACF coop, two metrics were used:
• Total food returned -The total amount of food that has been returned to the nest by all the agents after a given elapsed time steps. Simulations have been carried out using agent-based modeling within Netlogo [21] . Netlogo is a multi-agent programmable modeling environment which allows to prototype quickly sys tems of situated agents evolving in a two dimensions world. The chose of the world could be carried out by users: the 2D environment can be either simulated as a grid or simulated as a continuous metric space. In this paper simulations are performed with a grid environment where cells can be either empty or occupied by food, robot, obstacle or the nest. We have considered two environment settings, first one, is obstacle free and the second one is obstacle environment. The position of obstacles is fixed for all simulations in order to exclude its impact on the multi-agent systems performance. Agents have the same size as a cell they communicate by depositing pheromone in each visited cell and they start all from initial given positions and they have specific initial heading. Three type of scenarios have been used to test the performance of the models (Table 11) . In scenario 1, we varied the number of agents from 1 to 50. In scenario 2, the size of the environment (world) was varied from 40 x 40 cells to 100 x 100 cells. In scenario 3, the number of agents is fixed to 20, and the environment size is fixed to 40 X 40 cells. At each time step during each run, we measured the total food that had been returned to nest. Each simulation was repeated 20 times in the three scenarios. The average reading was then calculated from the 20 trails for the three scenarios. The performance of the two proposed models as measured by these metrics, will be compared with each other and with C-marking coop [17] and with C-marking no-coop which is a non cooperative version of C-marking coop. In this last model, agents use pseudo random walk to search in their environment, they are able to build gradient while exploring. The APF values written by agents are not optimal and need a huge amount of time to its convergence to optimal values.
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B. Performance of S-ACF no-coop and S-ACF coop over time and comparison with C-marking no-coop and C-marking coop
Here we show the results of S-ACF no-coop and S ACF coop over time, operating in obstacle-free and obstacle environments and compare them with C-marking no-coop and C-marking coop. A key aim is to understand how efficient the two proposed models.
1) Results in Scenario 1:
Results of simulations in scenario 1 demonstrate that the performance of S-ACF coop outper forms the three other models in obstacle-free and obstacle environments ( Figure 4 and Table 11 ). It costs less time to find the food, no time to find the close-to-shortest paths (pheromone concentration) and less time to transport food (because of the cooperation). S-ACF coop provides an important improvement in performances according to C-marking coop one, where 5 agents in S-ACF coop can achieve the foraging task in approx imatively the same time needed by 30 agents in C-marking coop to achieve the same task in obstacle-free and obstacle environment. At each increase in the number of agents, the number of iterations required for foraging is decreased and results seems to be close to each other in the four models. Unfortunately, when the food location is close to boundaries, increasing the agents' number does not bring more efficiency because most of the agents reach the boundaries quickly and just the agents that do not reach the boundaries yet, can contribute at exploiting it. However, when the food location is close to nest all the agents will contribute to the exploitation of food which will decrease dramatically the foraging time. 2) Results in Scenario 2: In scenario 2, we vary the size of the environment from 40 X 40 cells to 100 X 100 cells. S-ACF coop proves its superiority to the other three models in free obstacle and obstacle environments (Table ill and Figure 4) . While S-ACF no-coop gives similar results to C-marking coop when the size of the environment is under 60 X 60 cells, it gives better results than it when the size is over 60 X 60 cells. However, C-marking no-coop gives the worst results in the two world setups.
3) Results in Scenario 3: S-ACF no-coop and S-ACF coop give interesting results than C-marking no-coop and C-marking coop respectively, in terms of amount of food returns over 4000 tick (Table IV and Figure 4 ). S-ACF coop reaches and returns the total amount of food in only 300 ticks, which is less than half of the time needed by C-marking coop in obstacle-free and obstacle environment. However, S-ACF no-coop takes more S-MASA algorithm allows the agents to create a wavefront expansion of pheromone. It is like an incremental search algorithm for path planning to the nest. Agents can follow the negative gradient of pheromone created to return back to the nest, when a food is located. At each iteration, the agent examines the pheromone' concentration of the four neighboring cells and moves to the cell with the smallest value until the nest is reached.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented two models (S-ACF no-coop and S-ACF coop) that extend the Army Raid Ant model by using S-MASA algorithm. Both of the models perform better than the C-marking no-coop and C-marking coop and S-ACF coop perform much better than the three other models. Using S-MASA algorithm provides both quick search and shorter paths, avoiding by the way the drawbacks of the pseudo random walk used by c-marking agents. The two proposed models give interesting results in obstacle-free and obstacle environments. In the future, we intend to study the parameters that can affect the performance of the proposed models other than agent number, environment size and amount of returned food.
